Lucky 7

Quackers
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

Universal Manufacturing Co.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1,098

Top Instant Prize:

$25.00

Payout:

$373.00

Profit:

$176.00

Percent Payback:
Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

Seal Card Image #1 (Closed)

QU1098

67.9%
134
1:8.19
May 18, 2006

Seal Card Image #2 (Opened)

How to Play
The player would pay $0.50 for the ticket and then open the 5 windows on the backside to
reveal the symbols. If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning combinations on the
front, they are a winner. Pay all instant winners as tickets are opened and redeemed.

Seal Card Instructions
In addition to the instant winners, there are 9 sign up tickets, Red 13’s (013, 113, 213, 313,
413, 513, 613, 713, & 813) that have the word HOLD printed on them. All players with one
of these Red 13 tickets should sign their name on the corresponding line on the seal card’s
register. Once the game is completely sold out, the operator will open the die cut window on
the seal card. There will be 3 Red 13 HOLD numbers under the seal. 1 Red 13 will be
identified as winning $200, and then the Red 13 number 1 higher than the $200 winning
number will be identified to win $25, and the Red 13 number 1 lower than the $200 winning
number will be identified to win $25. The players whose HOLD tickets match the Red 13’s
exposed under the seal will win those amounts specified.
Total seal card prize payout is $250. The maximum amount one player can win on the seal
card is $200.

TOTAL WINNERS

PAY OUT VALUE

WINNING COMBINATIONS

1 Winner @ $25.00

$25.00

Cracker + Cracker + Cracker

2 Winners @ $5.00

$10.00

Blue Duck + Blue Duck + Blue Duck

3 Winners @ $3.00

$9.00

Ducking Duck + Ducking Duck + Ducking Duck

30 Winners @ $1.00

$30.00

Girl Duck + Girl Duck + Girl Duck

98 Winners @ $0.50

$49.00

Brown Duck + Brown Duck + Brown Duck

